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Data sheet



 Ecoloco for some time has perfected his way of 
contaminating and affecting the entire ecology of 
the planet, with the help of his henchmen Cuquita 
Cucaracha and Carolo Acaro who is looking for 
ways to attract new followers to help him with his 
evil plans; but he did not count on the return of 
Bubbles who has perfected his knowledge and 
inventions to fight against Ecoloco.

Bubbles after a long journey through space has 
returned to Earth and has encountered all the 
evils that Ecoloco performed, however  they 
teach us in a fun way and with special guests on 
how we can help the planet.

The capsules are intended to raise awareness in 
children and adults about the current situation of 
Planet Earth as well as show the small changes that 
can be made.

Synopsis



Professor’s laboratory

Atena B news of Pistachón, ialways has an interview with a specialist on 
the subject (animated characters or Pupetts).

Meme section (graphically explains the ecological problem of each chapter)

Dirty lair

Ecoloquito (Avatar of Ecoloco).

The program has different settings.



1. Global Warming 

2. The Bees

3. Smog

4. Hurricanes

5. Waste of water 

6. Coral reefs

 7. Dark snow

8. Plastic Islands

9. Electrical and electronic scrap. 

10. The battery problem

11. Space Garbage

12. Light pollution

13. Noise pollution

14. Loss of Mangroves

15. Deforestation and felling of trees. 

16. Water pollution

17. Fishing overexploitation

18. Garbage

19. Chewing gum

20. Sea turtles

21. Ozone layer

22. Species in extinction

23. Acid rain

24. Superbugs

25. Renewable energies

26. Planet Earth

Episodes



Characters 



He is a creative thinking scientist, always willing to 
create the most peculiar inventions. His peculiarity 
lies in his voice accent and his red hair, his scientist’s 
robe. His passion is machines, numbers and time. It 
is somewhat messy, unconcerned about particular 
problems.

Professor A. G. 
Memelovsky



Pistachion
Zig-Zag
Bumblebee cheerful, friendly, loyal, joker and 
somewhat forgetful. He is a reporter and avid 
writer, his greatest dream is to be an international 
correspondent. He likes to investigate and visit the 
places where the action occurs, but mainly he likes 
to do interviews.



Mafafa
Musguito
A photographer and reporter lizard is flirtatious, as 
well as being an expert on topics about the Sun. She 
hates disorder and garbage. Enjoy makeup, dance and 
visit clothing stores. Her favorite color is pink.



Patas Verdes
Friendly, confident, idealistic and chivalrous toad. He is 
very neat in his things, very neat and insistent. He is 
an expert in ecology and is passionate about biology 
and chemical experiments. He is very fatherly with 
his friends and especially with his godson Mimoso. 



Ratón Mimoso
The smallest of the group, very intelligent, sensitive, 
curious, mischievous and wondering mouse. He always 
wants to help and know everything. He really likes 
chocolates.



Ecoloco
He is the villain of the series, his motto is “Mud, 
garbage and smog.” He is a rebel and decides to 
destroy instead of building. He likes to live in dirt and 
loves the smell of sewers. He is not moved by money, 
or success, but by a deep need to be recognized 
as the universal scum. His worst nightmare is to be 
clean, water and soap.



Art. Scenography



Professor´s Laboratory 



Pistachon News 



Dirty Lair



The Garden 
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